
How Folk Music Created Art Music

The Common Ground of Music



A Theory of Humanity

The one and only thing that distinguishes humanity from the rest of the

Animal kingdom is mankind’s invention of and relentless use of

FICTION

Humanity begins with the creation of fiction

Fiction begins with art



How Far Back Can We Go?

� 4,000 – 5,500 BCE for the origins of the “mother tongue” 

Proto-Indo European Language and structure of society

� 2,500 BCE Writing emerged in many different cultures in the Bronze 

Age:  cuneiform writing of the Sumerians, Egyptian hieroglyphs, Cretan hieroglyphs, 

Chinese logographs, and the Olmec script of Mesoamerica.

� 40,000 RCYBP  for musical instrument artifacts

� 50,000 BCE  (or earlier) music was probably invented in Africa

� 1,400 BCE oldest yet discovered written music - Hurrian Hymn

� 800  CE  first written European music - plainsong liturgical music of 

the Roman Catholic Church, ultimately superseded by Gregorian chant



European Language Tree



Where Do Musicians Fit in Society?

�Transhumant life style affects seasonal rituals, marriage arrangements, 

class structure 

� Loose connection with the land - willingness to migrate

�Transhumant class structure informs Indo-European Ideology –

that is social order in modern society

1st order:  Royal/priest function  [judicial and magical]

2nd order:  Warrior function [offensive and defensive]

3rd order:  Producer function [Male and Female, that is wild and domestic]

� Transhumant societies see things in pairs

Winter – summer… Home – wild  ….. Sky – earth ….. 

Female – male  …   animate - imamate

� Proto-Indo-Europeans practiced transhumance

Animals move from winter to summer pastures and back again



Where Do Musicians Fit in Society?

� Over time a meta-order develops  - a king or emperor

�There is a class that doesn’t fit neatly into the three orders.  

�This group has an ambiguous function or no part at all in society.  

�The “outsiders” are merchants, smiths, artists, musicians

� The War of the Functions

1st & 2nd Order functions form the upper class and control  the producer function

� Musicians both serve and threaten the upper class


